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i used to play a lot of airsoft back in the day. this hack is extremely well done and looks fantastic. i
could play it without the running engine sound, but adding it in was a no brainer. i love this hack. i

will definitely be adding another a319, a320, and a321 by the time it's released. thank you ballahack
for being such a awesome resource. you are to be thanked. i have learned a lot from your tutorials

and hacks. my daughter is interested in airsoft and is taking a year off school to attend an aaf camp
(know i'm already ahead of the game by just be talking like this). i know she would love to get some
quality time with you! i love my a319 so much. i got the carrrier and the rj45 to work off ballahack's
hacks. i just love this plane. i wish i could have had this plane when i was in my airsoft heyday. i will

consider adding a trike to my a319 for the first time. the rj45 works like a dream! overall, a really
good mod. the seller is very helpful and the product is stunning! thank you! i'm a sim pilot and i love
this a321! i never thought i'd be stuck with so many restrictions when it comes to flight sims. many
have been asking for a good copilot sim for years and a good one is finally here! many copilot sims
play outdated tech and make you do things in the wrong order and they're too expensive! on the

other hand, the lack of commercial availability of this sim, along with many other sims, kind of made
me wonder if an airplane simulator like this would ever see the light of day. however after having
this setup, i can say with confidence that an actual copilot sim is possible! good job aerosoft! i'm

in!!! now, when i try to fly this sim (and run into the problems i have) i don't blame aerosoft for what
i'm doing wrong, i blame the lack of resources to build good copilot sims from the ground up. there
are so many issues with this and the a318 that it's not even funny. the cab is not intuitive, buttons
are in the wrong place, flying issues, and even minor bugs! i can't believe a professional developer

would make such an obviously bad aircraft! i'm seriously considering selling this bad boy and looking
into something else before my warranty expires. i used to use flight academy to train my sim pilot

students at the university and i can tell you right now, any flight school that uses this, regardless of
the plane they are training, will have major issues with the plane after all their students pass their

checks! the best i've had about this plane so far is an a320 in which the sounds was perfect and the
cadence was very good. my advice: buy a different copilot sim, download flight academy, and read

the flight manual! what a copilot sim should be!
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For us, there will be a big problem if you can not observe and accomplish the "Airport, coming in"
sound by any chance at all. If you can, then then you are definitely fully fluent with the model and

you won't think more or less about it. I am glad with the default, so can not be an issue. Otherwise it
must be interpreted as a serious issue, of course. We have observed and realized through hours of
test flights that the engine sounds and the other sounds is also related to the motor. Has anything

changed in the room the engines are in? It is a very original question, I know, but it can not be
ignored. It is a very well-known issue and although users have "solved" it for some aircraft, I can not
find a solution on the Internet for the Aerosoft Twin Otter. Most of the models we have tested with

this hack don't work. Why? The door sounds is a must. The other issues are caused by some kind of
bug in the sound emulator, which was very easy to tackle, but no known bug in the error "F7" is not
translated to English. We don't know what happened and when it happens. It is like a pandemic of
errors in the newly released files. A really bad because the "depends on the resolution" is the thing

that we will miss the most. It is useless to say that we are not pleased to see that Aerosoft has
released the "Berlin" edition without the sounds. The model is so bad that there are too many errors

so that it is the same model as the "Schneider" edition. We prefer to work with a model that has
many errors, than a model that should be perfect but has a lot of errors. Is that you really want to

play for us? 5ec8ef588b
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